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We have deduced the sequence of a composite long interspersed repeated DNA in
primates and herein describe its relationship to a complex repeat element (LlHeg)
located in the interval linking the human E- and Gy-globin genes. The main element
of L 1Heg is 3’truncated and interrupted by the insertion of the 3’end of a second
Ll element. Transposition
of LlHeg into this intergenic locus generated a 62-bp
duplication of flanking sequences. In contrast, insertion of the second repeat may
have been mediated by homology between donor and target sequences. The main
repeat represents a novel class of abundant elements whose sequences have diverged
from other rodent and primate LINES - 1.3 kb downstream from the 5’terminus

of L 1Heg. Comparison of L 1Heg with the sequences of two other related L 1 members revealed a complex set of rearrangements confined within a region that resembles the long terminal repeats of other types of retroposons. The boundaries of
conversion-like events were defined on the basis of the clustering of nucleotide
sequence variants common to two or more nonallelic 3’LlH elements. Several of
these events are apparently initiated or resolved within a common 150-bp region
that coincides with the 3’terminus of a pan-mammalian open reading frame. This
analysis showed that concerted genetic interactions and random drift both contribute
appreciably to sequence variation within this set of L 1H members.
Introduction

Short (-300 bp; Jelinek et al. 1980) and long (>2,000 bp; Singer 1982) middle
repetitive DNA sequences are interspersed with single-copy DNA in the P-globin cluster.
The full-length long interspersed sequences in primates (denoted KpnI [Shafit-Zagardo
et al. 1982a, 198231 or LlH) and in rodents (denoted BamHI [Meunier-Rotival and
Bernardi 19841 or L 1Md [Voliva et al. 19831) can be >6 kb long, although S-truncated
(Kole et al. 1983) or internally scrambled (Potter 1984) elements are common in
mammalian genomes. The 3’terminus of many repeats consists of a 20-30-bp deoxyadenosine-rich tract (Burton et al. 1986). Several overlapping, eponymic restrictionendonuclease fragments that were previously thought to constitute separate repetitivesequence families are now known to form a contiguous pan-mammalian elementi.e., the 1.2-, 1.5-, and 1.8-kb primate KpnI fragments; the 1.9- and 2.5-kb human
Hind111 fragments; the mouse 0.5- and 4.0-kb BarnHI, 1.5- and 1.7-kb BstNI, 1.3-kb
1. Key words: long interspersed repetitive DNA, transposable elements, globin genes, gene conversion,
phylogenetic partitioning.
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EcoRI, “MIF”, and “R” repeat segments (Singer and Skowronski 1985; Burton et al.
1986; Mottez et al. 1986).
Intergenic sequences constitute 85% of the human P-globin gene cluster. The
phenotypes of a variety of mutations are characterized by the removal of large segments
of globin DNA (Collins and Weissman 1984). Phenotypically distinguishable, intergenic
deletions with distinct termini define potential cis-acting regulatory sequences that
may be necessary for normal hemoglobin switching. The segment between the fetal
and embryonic genes has been removed as part of large deletions that silence the P
gene, but no function has been associated with this sequence since no deletion endpoints
map in this region (van der Ploeg et al. 1980; Kioussis et al. 1983; Vanin et al. 1983).
As a basis for the study of functional aspects of the intergenic DNA between these plike globin genes, we have determined the DNA sequence of the region between E
and Go.
More than half of this intergenic domain consists of a single, 7.6-kb long interspersed repeat element. A distinct 5’terminus, poor overall sequence conservation,
and internal rearrangement distinguish this full-length Ll element from other typical
repeat sequences (Hattori et al. 1985; M. F. Singer, G. Grimaldi, R. E. Thayer, J.
Skowronski, and S. Contente, personal communication). We have also identified a
number of other sequences belonging to the P-globin cluster as being LlH related.
Finally, we have examined the possible evolutionary dynamics of the repeat family
by evaluating the relative contributions of random mutation and concerted interactions
among a set of independently isolated, nonallelic 3’-terminal L 1H sequences.
Material and Methods

Sequencing Strategy
Figure 1 presents a map of the P-globin cluster, showing the location of the
sequenced region and the positions of the EcoRI restriction sites in the intergenic
DNA sequence. Plasmid A36 (Forget et al. 1982) contains part of the Go gene and 5.6
kb of upstream sequences. Phage T&y 5 1 (Kaufman et al. 1980) spans the c gene and
extends 7.6 kb downstream. T&y 5 1 and A36 are separated by a 263-bp EcoRI fragment
that was independently cloned into M13mp8. The 4.1-kb (T&y A), 1.6-kb (T&y C),
and 1.5-kb (T&y D) fragments released from an EcoRI digest of T&y 5 1 were subcloned
into pBR322. Restriction fragments spanning these EcoRI sites were directly subcloned
from T&y 5 1 into Ml 3mp8. For sequencing, these plasmids and A36B (a 3.4-kb
BarnHI-EcoRI fragment derived from the 5’end of pA36) were sheared, repaired with
Sl nuclease and Klenow DNA polymerase I, fractionated by polyethylene-glycol precipitation (0.7% PEG-8000 in 0.5 M NaCl), ligated to dephosphorylated, SmaI-digested
M 13mp8 (Deininger 1983), and transformed into the Escherichia coli host JM 10 1.
Phage hybridizing to purified intergenic DNA were selected for dideoxynucleotide
chain termination sequencing (Sanger et al. 1977). The sequences of overlapping clones
were then assembled into a consensus (Staden 1982) so that each base was independently determined a minimum of three times. More than 90% of the sequence was
determined on both strands.
Sequence Analysis
Internal repetitive units were identified by means of a dot matrix-representation
system (White et al. 1984). Precise pairwise alignments of these repeats and other
published sequences were carried out by means of an implementation of the Needle-
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FIG. 1.-Restriction map and subcloning strategy for the intergenic &-‘y globin region. The lower map
is an expanded view of the sequenced region, showing the boundaries of the plasmid subclones derived from
T&y 5 1 and pA36. & = EcoRI; and 1 = BarnHI.

man-Wunsch algorithm (Devereux et al. 1984). Multiple alignments were produced
by iteratively rectifying the intergenic DNA sequence against as many as 13 related
Ll sequences. This procedure was independent of which sequence was designated as
the rectification template.
We distinguished concerted interactions from random mutation in multiple sequence alignments by means of the method of phylogenetic partitioning (Stephens
1985). An algorithm to identify clustered sequence variations common to two or more
sequences has been programmed in PASCAL.
Southern Blotting and Copy-Number Determination
Human placental genomic DNA was prepared according to standard methods
(Maniatis et al. 1982, pp. 280-282), digested with a variety of restriction endonucleases,
electrophoresed in 0.85% agarose, transferred to nylon membrane (Biodyne), and hybridized to nick-translated plasmid or to primer-extended M 13mp8 recombinants
(Southern 1975). The abundance of repetitive DNA segments was qualitatively estimated by comparing autoradiographic signal intensities of (32P)-labeled genomic DNA
hybridized to T&y A, Tay C, T&y D, and subclones derived from these plasmids. The
genomic copy number of M 13mp8 subclones derived from A36B was determined by
screening 7 X lo4 phage from an amplified human genomic EMBL3 library (complexity, 8 X lo7 kb; source, partial Sau3A digest of male leukocyte DNA [a gift from
A. M. Frischauf]) and tabulating the frequency of positive plaques that hybridized to
one or more probes (Benton and Davis 1977). Filters were washed three times in 0.3
M NaCl, 0.03 M sodium citrate (2 X SSC) at 65 C prior to autoradiographic exposure.
Isolation of Other L 1H Elements
Homologues of [32P]-labeled probe 1 were selected from human plasmid- and
cosmid-DNA genomic libraries prepared from JY cells (Biro et al. 198 1). Clone pA9
contained a 2.2-kb insert whose sequence was determined according to the method
of Maxam and Gilbert (1980) by P. A. Biro. Clone cos5 (originally isolated by means
of hybridization to a human major-histocompatibility-complex
class I gene; R. Srivastava, personal communication) possesses an L 1H-related 3.1 -kb EcoRI fragment
(cos5R). Self-ligated multimers of cos5R were sheared, repaired with DNA polymerase
I Klenow enzyme, and ligated to SmaI-cleaved M13mp8. The cos5R sequence was
determined according to the method of Sanger et al. (1977). Both cos5R and pA9
sequences are available from the authors on request.
Results

Figure 2 presents the DNA sequence beginning at the EcoRI site (position 1) 178
bp downstream from the polyadenylation site of the a-globin gene and ending at the
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FIG. 2-(Continued)

BamHI site (position 11128) 2.2 kb upstream of the Gr gene. Sequences farther downstream were determined by Shen et al. (198 1). The overall base composition was
calculated to be 18% dC, 38% dT, 24% dA, and 20% dG.
Identification of an Ll Family Member
Cloned segments of the human KpnI canonical repeat family hybridized to
T&y C and T&y D (results not shown; Shafit-Zagardo et al. 1982~). Sequence comparisons showed that T&y A and A36 were also Ll H related (Collins and Weissman
1984). We and others (Singer and Skowronski 1985) constructed a hypothetical map
of a composite KpnI repeat and deduced the organization of the intergenic element
(denoted Ll Heg; fig. 3).
L 1Heg possesses duplicate copies of a 1.8-kb sequence related to the 3’-terminal
regions of several other LlH repeat units (Collins and Weissman 1984). However, the
duplicated region of the main LlHeg element (positions 1887-37 11, fig. 2) lacks a
300-bp segment at the conventionally defined Ll H 3’end. In contrast, a recursively
inserted, 5’-truncated LlH element (positions 4642-675 1, fig. 2) has an intact 3’terminus. The conventional 5’+ 3’direction of both the main and recursively inserted
LlH elements is in the opposite orientation of the E- and Gy-globin gene transcription
units (fig. 3).
The duplicated sequences of the two L 1H segments are weakly conserved (7 1%
identity). The main LlHeg duplicated segment also exhibits low levels of sequence
similarity with other human and African green monkey Ll members (results not
shown). In contrast, the divergence of the internal LlH repeat from the known sequences of other L 1H elements approximates the average dissimilarity in this set ( 15%

FIG. 2.-Nucleotide sequence beginning at the EcoRI site 178 bp downstream from the polyadenylation
site of a and ending at the BarnHI site 2.1 kb upstream of the Go cap site. Positions of EcoRI sites are shown.
A box surrounds the sequence of the recursively inserted LlH element. Imperfect direct repeats flanking
the main L 1Heg element are identified by TR and underlined with arrows. The sites at which L 1Heg diverges
from other elements are noted. Inverted termini and internal direct repeats within the vLTRare overlined
with broken and solid arrows, respectively.
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Compos i t e
Ll H sequence

LlHeg
rearrangments

FIG. 3.-Comparison of Ll Heg and composite Ll H element organization. The composite L 1H sequence,
constructed by aligning overlapping L 1H sequences (Collins and Weissman 1984) shows the positions of
canonical restriction sites. Blocks of Ll sequences are schematically coded as shaded regions. Rearrangements
noted in L 1Heg are mapped onto coordinates of the composite sequence. Juxtapositions of sequences that
are homologous to segments of the Ll composite are keyed with identical shading patterns.

mismatch). Thus, the main repeat may represent either a highly mutated Ll variant
or a representative of an ancient lineage.
L 1Heg Possesses a Novel 5’Terminus
The 5’region of LlHeg contains a 486-bp sequence (denoted vLTR; fig. 2; see
Jagadeeswaran et al. 1982) that exhibits a number of general features typical of the
structure of a long terminal repeat sequence of transposable DNA elements (Finnegan
et al. 1978; Calos and Miller 1980; Farabaugh and Fink 1980; Swanstrom et al. 198 1).
A 17-bp, markedly GC-rich sequence, starting with the 5’dinucleotide TG and terminating with the 3’dinucleotide CA, is present as a near-perfect inverted repeat at
both ends of the vLTR. Two similar sequences beginning at positions 9 10 1 and 9 154
might be remnants of internal direct repeats that have since diverged. The vLTR also
exhibits a local bias in dG (28%) and dC (28%) that is not characteristic of adjacent
AT-rich LlH sequences. In spite of these structural similarities, the vLTR has no known
relationship to any eukaryotic sequence, lacks consensus promoter or polyadenylation
sequences, and is presumably nonfunctional.
The sequence of the 5’terminus of LlHeg diverges from another major class of
primate repetitive elements beyond position 8279 (Grimaldi et al. 1984; Potter 1984;
Hattori et al. 1985) and from rodent Ll families beyond position 82 12 (Soares et al.
1985; Loeb et al. 1986). We wished to define which sequence features were conserved
among Ll H members carrying the L 1Heg 5’motif.
The sequences of two human genomic clones, cos5R and pA9, selected with the
vLTR probe are >87% identical with LlHeg and span the breakpoint where the rodent
and other primate Ll members diverge (fig. 4B). Except for a 50-bp insertion in pA9
at position 9000 of LlHeg, pA9 and LlHeg are in register until position 9450. Cos5R
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FIG. 4.-Characterization
of the L 1Heg 5’terminus. A, M 13mp8 recombinants l-3 were used to define
the 5’end of Ll Heg (table 1). Numbering corresponds to the sequence given in fig. 2. vLTR(positions 90279501) and poly Y (positions 10043-10076) refer, respectively, to a long terminal repeat-like sequence and
an oligopyrimidine stretch in this region. B, Schematic sequence comparison of LlHeg with independently
isolated LlH elements (pA9 and cos5R). Dotted lines represent regions of unknown origin/relationship,
and solid lines are regions with >85% identity. D
= Insertion; and A
= deletion.

and L 1Heg maintain registry through position 10020, although the vLTR is extensively
rearranged, e.g., a 150-bp substitution of apparently unrelated DNA is adjacent to a
200-bp deletion.
The 5’end of L 1Heg was located between positions 9500 and 10300 by comparing
the genomic representation of adjacent, nonoverlapping L 1Heg subclones. Probes l3 are ordered in a 3’--) 5’orientation with respect to LlHeg (fig. 4A). Hybridization
of restriction-endonuclease
digests of human DNA with probes 1 and 2 resulted in
diffuse patterns similar to those obtained using the highly reiterated T&y C- and T&y
D-labeled recombinants (results not shown). Clone 3, which detected -50 discrete
bands, contains a pyrimidine tract (poly Y; position 10043) and a poly(CA) repeat
(position 10225; see Sun et al. 1984). These contrasting blotting patterns implied
either that the majority of LlHeg relatives are 5’-truncated derivatives of a small
population of longer elements or that Ll Heg is linked to a member of a distinct
repetitive-sequence family.
We screened a human genomic h library and scored phage that hybridized with
at least two probes (Heller et al. 1984). Table 1 indicates the abundance of clones 1
and 2 (2.5 X lo3 copies) and 3 ( 1.7 X lo2 copies) in the human genome. Clones 1
and 2 cohybridize in a nonrandom manner to the same recombinants and are, therefore,
linked at most genomic loci. As a control, we have also demonstrated that clones 1
and 2 are frequently associated (though are less abundant) with LlH sequences derived
from the common 3’terminus. Clone 3 is not usually associated with either clone 1
or clone 2 and thus represents a distinct repetitive family. This places the 5’end of
the 7.6-kb LlH repeat - 3.3 kb upstream of the Gr gene.
Duplication of Flanking Target Sequence
A sequence unit containing the entire LlHeg element and an independent, lowabundance repeat (clone 3, fig. 4A) is bounded on both sides by a pair of imperfect
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Table 1
Distribution of LlHeg Repetitive DNA in Randomly Selected Genomic Clones
A. Genomic

Frequency

of Intergenic

~-~y Recombinant

Probes=
GENOME

SIZE

TOTAL
Copy Equivalents

Fraction

2,683

2,320

4.5 x 1o-4
1.9 x 1o-4

174 (of 8,593)

170
2,843

1.4 x lo+
6.0 X 1O-4

286 (of 8,593)

4,988

2.5 x 1o-3

HYBRIDIZED

PROBE

W.0

1 ..... ..
2 .........
3 .........

0.42
0.43

1,273 (of 71,150)
1,101 (of 71,150)
81 (of 71,150)

.

0.64

1.51

1+2

0.22

T&yD

B. Number of Clones Hybridizing with Two Repetitive DNA Fragments
Probes

Observed Total

Expected Total b

X2

P-Value

land2
...........
2and3 . . . . . . . . . . .
land3
...........
[ 1 + 21 and TeyD . . .

1,019
10
12
163

63
2
5
6

14,585
32
12
3,869

<o.oo 1
>0.99
>0.99
<o.Oo 1

’ Probesare derived from the putative 5’terminus of L 1Heg. Their positional relationship to sequence features in L 1Heg
are shown in fig. 4A.
b The expected frequency is the number of Xphage that would hybridize to both probes if their targets were independently
distributed (in a Poisson distribution) in the human genome.

direct-repeat sequences (84% identity; positions 1807-1869 and 10528-10588, fig.
5B). A synthetic oligonucleotide containing the 3’ direct repeat hybridized to two
bands in a genomic Southern blot of EcoRI-digested DNA (results not shown). These
A
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FIG. 5.-A, Imperfect direct repeat sequences flanking the inserted Ll H element. Nucleotides homologous
to an uninterrupted target sequence (Manuel& 1982) in Ll Heg or at paralogous positions in other nonallelic
Ll H elements (HumrskpO4, Digiovanni et al. 1983; TPGl, Hattori et al. 1985) are shown in uppercase
characters. Nonmatching nucleotides are in lowercase characters. Identical sites conserved between LlHeg
and paralogous sequences are connected by vertical match lines. B, Imperfect direct repeat sequences flanking
the entire Ll Heg element. Sequences are aligned to optimize identity and are numbered using iig. 2 coordinates.
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flanking sequences may be remnants of an unusually large target-site duplication that
accompanied the original LlHeg transposition event. Thus, members of the Ll Heg
and clone-3 repetitive-sequence families may have been linked prior to genomic insertion.
Genomic Fixation of Ll H Subfamilies
Relationships between nonallelic Ll repeat elements can be elucidated by examining the distribution of nucleotide sequence differences among family members.
Regions of sequence that have participated in concerted events will share a cluster of
sequence variations determined by a particular conversion-like event (CLE) (Stephens
1985). In a large family of dispersed repeats, a statistically clustered block of identical
sequence variants (defined as a set of congruent sites) common to a subset of elements
is defined as a phylogenetic partition. A partition can represent ( 1) a conserved domain
common to a set of repeats that have been amplified from a common founder sequence
and/or (2) a region homogenized by a series of concerted genetic interactions (such
events are designated as CLE).
Each “unique” phylogenetic partition, indicated by the open boxes in figure 6,
represents a defined sequence region that distinguishes the designated Ll element
from the nine other sequences in the sample. Five of the nine unique partitions (in
sequences C-E, G, and H) have a common 5’end between positions 160 and 280.
Four such partitions (in sequences A, B, D, and E) have an additional 3’boundary
between positions 350 and 390. The overall percentage of sequence identity between
these two boundaries is approximately equal to the flanking partitionable regions, so
that sequences within this interstitial segment are not preferentially conserved. Rather,
there may be a tendency to initiate or resolve concerted genetic events within this
region (see Discussion). However, since at least one of nine unique partitions (in
sequence F) traverses this region, this is not an obligate boundary for concerted action.
In the absence of selective amplification of a few founder elements, the likelihood
of observing both donor and recipient in a CLE is vanishingly small, since the data
set represents ~0.1% of all genomic repeats. The detection of several such (multiple)
partition classes ( q , 69, q , and a /g , fig. 6) is consistent with the sequential
amplification of different subsets. The endpoints of these partition classes are evenly
distributed throughout the LlH 3’end, and, in three ( Q, q , anda /a ) of the four
cases, overlap unique partitions. None of these partitions contains more than three
congruent sites or spans more than a 50-bp interval; this could be a consequence of
secondary CLE (Abastado et al. 1984), parallel or backward mutation that results in
an apparent contraction of the region boundaries defined by the original amplification
or conversion event(s).
The random mutation frequency in this set of repeats can be estimated by counting
sequence patterns that cannot be partitioned and occur only once in the alignment.
These sites ( 14% of all nucleotide positions) are distributed evenly throughout the
sample. Each pattern often contains three or more different nucleotides, supporting
the possibility that these sites have not been homogenized by CLE. Since the abundance
of these sites ( 100) is comparable with the number of partitionable loci, we suggest
that random mutation and CLE have both contributed appreciably to L 1H sequence
diversity.
Discussion
The DNA sequence between the E and Gy genes of the human /3-globin complex
contains a full-length, rearranged long interspersed repeat element flanked by 62-bp
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direct repeats. The most striking features of this family member are the insertion of
a second Ll element into the 1.9-kb Hind111 region of the main repeat and the substitution of a novel, highly reiterated sequence at the consensus 5’end.
Sequence duplication flanking the human L 1Heg retroposon, the reduced spacing
between the E and y genes, and the presence of a single copy of the target site in the
prosimian intergenic region (-6 kb; see Barrie et al. 198 1; Rogan 1987; D. Tagle,
personal communication) suggests that initial transposition of the main element into
this site may have occurred in anthropoids after the divergence of the prosimian and
simian lineages. The accumulation of mismatched nucleotides (16%) in the flanking
62-bp duplications presumably reflects the ancient age of the initial insertion event
(fig. 5B). The poor sequence conservation of the main repeat relative to the internal
duplication and other Ll H family members implies that the Ll H internal insertion
was an independent, more recent event.
We can estimate the age of the main L 1Heg element on the basis of the following
mechanistic assumptions: (I) At the time of insertion, the “full-length” main element
was an intact derivative of a founder retroposon. (2) The coding potential of the main
repeat was inactivated no later than the date of the recursive-insertion event. (3) The
truncated, internal Ll H repeat was not selected for a functional gene product. (4) The
unselected primate mutation rate is 1.3 X lo-‘/site/year (B&ten 1986). (5) The
synonymous
and replacement rates for Ll long open reading frames are
1.3 X 10e9 and 1.O X 1O-‘/site/year, respectively (calculated from a set of aligned L 1H
sequences according to the method of Kimura 198 1). The solutions to rate equations
developed from an evolutionary model analogous to that of Miyata and Yasunaga
(198 1) but based on the above assumptions suggest that the main LlH element was
introduced at this locus 7 l-8 1 Myr ago. If it is assumed (on the basis of the overall
divergence from the other sequences in fig. 6) that the recursively inserted LlH member
is 32 Myr old, the main Ll element is 235 Myr older than the inserted sequence.
Thus, the initial Ll insertion at this locus prior to the catharrine/platyrrhine divergence
preceded the second Ll insertion, which may have occurred in the catharrine lineage
(Ciochon and Fleagle 1985).
The duplicated structure of LlHeg arose from the insertion of a 5’-truncated
1.8-kb L 1H segment into the main element. Both the 5’and 3’ends of the inserted
repeat have some similarity to a 15-bp target sequence in an intact Ll element (Manuelidis 1982) and to paralogous sequences of other LlH members (fig. 5A; see Hattori
et al. 1985; Digiovanni et al. 1983). This is not characteristic of a classical transposition
event (Shapiro 1979; Harshey and Bukhari 198 1) and implies that the insertion may
have been mediated by homology-dependent interactions (Voliva et al. 1984; Jones
and Potter 1985; Schindler and Rush 1985).
The 300-bp deletion at the 3’end of the main L 1Heg segment is unusual because
most family members do not exhibit 3’truncation. Either a homology-directed excision
of this sequence subsequent to L 1Heg insertion or internally primed reverse transcription (Van Arsdell et al. 198 1) is consistent with the loss of these sequences.
The presence of a novel, abundant 5’-terminus LlHeg suggests (1) that the abundance of full-length long interspersed repetitive elements may have been underestimated
in primates and (2) that the propagation of these repeats does not require a particular
5’-terminal sequence. The saltatory amplification of Ll subsets apparently correlates
with the recruitment of different 5’-terminal sequences. Both mouse (Loeb et al. 1986;
Mottez et al. 1986) and rat (Soares et al. 1985) 5’-terminal structures resemble tandemly
arranged RNA polymerase II promoters that could maintain the transcriptional viability
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of Ll elements after retroposition. In contrast, rearrangements at the 5’termini of
LlHeg, pA9, and cos5R are consistent with the possibility that this class of elements
either (1) may not carry internal transcriptional regulatory sequences or (2), like the
Drosophila retroposon 17.6 (Inouye et al. 1986), has accumulated defects that impair
mobility.
Hardies et al. (1986) suggest that the heterogeneity of target-site duplications
flanking rodent Ll members argues in favor of concerted evolution in the Ll family
via amplification of a limited number of templates rather than via recombination
between existing repeats. However, classes of rodent Ll repeats can be distinguished
from one another on the basis of multiple short conversion tracts (Jubier-Maurin et
al. 1985). We delimit the boundaries of CLE within LlH sequences by directly searching
for the expected products of CLE.
CLEs have occurred often and/or numerous founder elements have been amplified
during the evolution of this sequence family. There are, for example, nine “unique”
phylogenetic partitions with an average CLE length of 240 bp in the 10 L 1H specimens.
The five “multiple” partitions are much shorter, perhaps because subsequent mutational events and CLEs have obscured the original common sequence motif. Frequent
DNA-mediated conversion (Scherer and Davis 1980; Ernst et al. 1982; Jinks-Robertson
and Petes 1985) or RNA template switching via reverse transcriptase (Gilboa et al.
198 1; Weiner et al. 1986) at nonallelic loci could account for this concerted behavior.
CLEs might preferentially initiate or be resolved within a 150-bp region defined
by boundaries common to several independent unique partitions. Soares et al. (1985)
suggest that the 3’terminus of a pan-mammalian unidentified open reading frame lies
within the nonpartitionable region. This suggestion raises the intriguing possibility
that potential selection for a functional gene product in a limited number of repeats
is accompanied by preference for genetic-exchange events initiating and terminating
outside the protein-coding domain.
It is difficult to imagine how the majority of Ll H founder elements could selectively maintain the coding potential of a single (set of) gene product(s) in the face of
high overall rates of mutation and back-conversion by daughter copies. Instead, different classes of Ll convertants may have been selected for retention of multiple
coding functions, although few, if any, elements have maintained this capability. For
example, an Ll-encoded gene product could have catalyzed the retrotransposition of
these repeated sequences (Hattori et al. 1986). Thus, multiple Ll repeat categories
may have evolved ( 1) elements capable of mobilizing all repeats that retain sequences
necessary for transposition, (2) elements that preferentially act on members of the
same class of convertants, (3) members that may continue to be transposed, though
they may encode a gene product possessing a different function or a “pseudogene,”
and (4) degenerate repeats, unable to transpose or express any gene product.
Degenerate elements might continue to disperse, however, through intrachromosomal illegitimate recombination. The human P-globin gene cluster contains seven
distinct elements in a 67-kb interval. Other clustered multigene families-such as the
human a-interferon, Ul, U2, and class I major histocompatibility loci (Rogan 1987)also possess a high concentration of L 1 DNA. The y-globin and a-interferon duplication
units are each bounded by homologous Ll H segments. This genomic organization
could have been generated, for example, via unequal intrachromosomal recombination
across a pair of misaligned L 1H segments situated both upstream and downstream of
a single y gene. In fact, the single fetal globin gene of Ateles geofioyi, a cattharine
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primate, is flanked on both sides by sequences derived from the 3’terminus of Ll H
(Rogan 1987).
In summary, we have described a long interspersed repeat element, situated between the human E- and Gy-globin genes, that represents a novel, abundant class of
Ll units. The main repeat is interrupted by a distinct S-truncated member that may
have inserted via a homology-mediated mechanism. In addition, we have examined
the concerted interactions at the 3’terminus of the family by surveying potential CLEs
within a set of nonallelic sequences. A majority of these events are initiated or resolved
within a common 150-bp interval that coincides with the 3’terminus of an evolutionarily conserved open reading frame.
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